
1st Class Maths 

27/4/20 – 8/5/20



Welcome back

to Remote Learning 

for 1st class 



Hi all,

We hope that everyone had an enjoyable Easter break and 

is keeping safe and well during this time. The following 

slides outline two weeks work for the boys. One task can be 

completed per day. We feel that there is enough work to 

keep the boys busy. However, please don’t feel under any 

pressure to complete every slide. We hope the boys will 

enjoy the following tasks. Samples of their work can be sent 

by email to 1stClass@hollyparkbns.ie. Please include your 

child’s name and his teacher’s name in the subject line

i.e.: (FAO: Ms. Feighan RE: John B). We look forward to 

seeing the boys work.

Kind regards,

First Class Teachers



MISTAKES

ALLOW

THINKING TO

HAPPEN



You will need:

1. A pencil and a rubber

2. Colouring pencils

3. A ruler

4. A copy / blank page to record work

Everyday the boys can continue working on 

‘Master Your Maths’ and on Fridays they 

can complete one weekly test. If  you have 

completed MYM you can complete a brain 

teaser in CJ Fallon online.



Task 1 Warm 

up
1. Continue with MYM

2. Revise Tables -1 -2

3. Skip count in 2’s up to 24 and back

down to 0. 

4. Listen to counting in 2’s song here.

https://youtu.be/8wwydguSKOU


Write out the sums in your copy.

Use the number line to help you. 

Task 1



Write out the sums in your copy.

Use the number line to help you. 

Extra Task 1



Task 2

Warm up
1. Tuesday in MYM

2. Revise tables -3 -4 

3. Skip count in 3’s up to 36 and back 

down to 0.  

4. Listen to counting in 3’s song here.

Example
Try this 

one →

https://youtu.be/MWxPKnLtnus


Capacity: 

Task 2
CAPACITY is the measure of how much 

space something takes up.

We measure Capacity in LITRES (1L) 

and Millilitres (1ml).

1 litre = 1000ml



Read the words 

below and try to 

use some of 

them during the 

next activity.



Lets get 

measuring!
I will guess, 

compare, 

measure and 

record how 

much or how 

little.

Why not 
head out 
to the 
garden to 
do this 
activity!! 
The grass 
might need 
watering!



1. Continue with MYM

2. Continue to revise Tables -5 -6

3. Skip count in 4’s up to 48 and back

down to 0. 

1.

4. Listen to counting in 4’s song here.

Task 3 

Warm up

https://youtu.be/VSn2O4mTYD4


Have 

you got 

maths 

eyes?

Task 3



Answer the following questions below 

out loud.

1. How many rectangles can you see?

2. Name two other 2D shapes you can see?

3. How many corners can you see?

Look carefully at this football pitch…

Sport Maths!!



Gingerbread Men Maths!!

Answer the following questions 

below out loud.

1. What do you see in this picture?

2. Do you know any story you could tell about a 

gingerbread man?

3. What do you need to make gingerbread men?

4. How many legs/eyes/arms/buttons does each 

gingerbread man have?

5. How many gingerbread men in the picture 

altogether?

6. How many smarties were needed to give the 

two buttons to each gingerbread man?

7. Do you like gingerbread men?



Hopscotch Maths!!

Answer the following questions 

below out loud.

1. What shapes do you see?

2. What is that shape called?

3. How many blue/red/yellow blocks do you see?

4. What shape do the yellow and blue blocks joined 

together make?

5. If you hop to the top and back again – how many 

hops altogether?

6. Why does the shape at the very top look smaller 

than the shape at the bottom?

7. Where would you put any new squares you might 

add to the picture?



1. Continue with MYM

2. Continue to revise tables  - 6 -7

3. Skip count in 5’s up to 60 and back

down to 0. 

4. Listen to counting in 5’s song here.

Task 4 

Warm up

https://youtu.be/EemjeA2Djjw


Problem Solving Task 4 



1. Continue with MYM

2. Continue to revise Tables -7 -8

3. Skip count in 6’s up to 72 and back

down to 0. 

4. Listen to counting in 6’s song here.

Task 5

Warm up



Task 5 Length 



ruler

Metre stick

Trundle 

wheel

Measuring 

tape



.

Hall  Door

Television

Kitchen Table

Fridge

Garden 

You can use a 

ruler or  

measuring tape to 

measure the 

LENGTH and 

WIDTH of these 

objects.

Measure the 

LENGTH

and WIDTH 

of your 

garden with 

your feet.



1. Continue with MYM

2. Continue to revise Tables -8 -9

3. Continue to skip count in 6’s up to 72 

and back down to 0.

4. Listen to counting in 6’s song here.

Task 6 

Warm up

Solve the riddle

What comes 

down but never 

goes up?

https://youtu.be/xpbc-1a7lMo


1. Write out the sums in your copy.

2. Use the number line to help you. 

Task 6

Extra activity: Can you write your own 

story sums like the one above.



1. Write out the sums in your copy.

2. Use the number line to help you. 

Task 6 - Extra

Remember that the 

word 

‘ALTOGETHER’ 

means ADD and 

‘LEFT’ means TAKE 

AWAY 



1. Continue with MYM

2. Continue to revise tables -9 -10

3. Continue to skip count in 6’s up to 72 

and back down to 0.

4. Listen to counting in 6’s song here.

Task 7

Warm up

https://youtu.be/xpbc-1a7lMo


Task 7







1. You will need any size sheet of 

paper – A4/A3, paints and a  paint 

brush.

2. Fold your paper in half and open 

it back up to see your line of 

symmetry.

3. Paint your design on one half of 

the paper.

4. Use plenty of paint so that there 

will be enough to transfer to the 

other half when you squish. 

5. Try not to spend too long 

painting your design so that the 

paint doesn’t dry too soon. 

6. Now fold the paper on the line of 

symmetry. Press and rub all over .

TA-DA!!!  

SYMMETRY 

SQUISH 

PAINTING!!



1. Continue with MYM

2. Continue to revise Tables -10 -11 

3. Skip count in 7’s up to 84 and back

down to 0.

4. Listen to counting in 7’s song here.

Task 8 

Warm up

https://youtu.be/1GUuH79G3Gw


Task 8 : 

Tens and 

units 

1. Draw out the snake in 

your copy and fill in the 

empty boxes as shown. 

2. You can choose your own 

numbers if you wish.

T  U

4  7

UNITSTENS



1. Continue with MYM

2. Continue to revise tables -10 -11 

3. Skip count in 7’s up to 84 and back 

down to 0.

4. Listen to counting in 7’s song here.

Task 9

Warm up

https://youtu.be/1GUuH79G3Gw


Marshmallow challenge ..mmm!! There are certainly some 

budding engineers, 

architects and scientists in 

1st class Hollypark. Lets get 

building!!

Tip: Try not to eat all the 

jellies and marshmallows 

before you start ; )

Your challenge is to build any structure using only these 

materials:

1. Spaghetti sticks or cocktail sticks.

2. Marshmallow or jellies. 

3. Try building different shapes to see how tall you can 

build your structure. 



1. Continue with MYM

2. Continue to revise Tables -11 -12 

3. Skip count in 10’s up to 100 and back 

down again to 0. 

4. Listen to counting in 10’s song here.

Task 10 

Warm up

https://youtu.be/uYRTtwZGwj8


Task 10

Extra Magic Squares

Magic Square 

Rule

Each row of 

number must 

equal the 

magic 

number.

Magic 

number 

is 18

Magic 

number 

is15

Magic 

number is 

30

Magic 

number 

is 15



Additional 

Resources

➢ ‘CJ Fallon’ is now providing free access 

to all its online books. The boys can 

continue on with books like Figure It Out 

or check out Busy at Maths. Click here

➢ ‘Folens’ are providing free access too if 

you click here

➢ ‘Topmarks’ is another great maths 

resource. Click here for fun maths games.

➢ ‘Twinkl’ have allowed for free access to all 

their great resources which would keep 

the boys busy. Click here to join.

https://www.cjfallon.ie/
https://www.folens.ie/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/
https://www.twinkl.ie/


WELL 

DONE!!!


